Introduction
Our recent studies have provided direct evidence for the critical role of PACE4 in the progression of prostrate cancer, identifying this enzyme as a promising target to design novel and effective treatments [1] . Moreover, we developed a potent PACE4 inhibitor with considerable selectivity (20-fold over furin) known as the Multi-Leu (ML) peptide [2] . In order to improve its pharmacological profile, we performed structure-activity relationship (SAR) studies and determined that the incorporation of the decarboxylated arginine mimetic (4-amidinobenzylamide, Amba) at the P1 position led to a more potent and stable analog [3] . Unfortunately, this inhibitor suffered from a reduced selectivity towards PACE4. To restore its specificity profile, we used a positional-scanning approach and synthesized peptide libraries by substituting each amino acid residue in the leucine core of our inhibitor. These studies revealed that we are able to enhance the specificity profile (3-fold) and preserve the inhibitory activity as well as antiproliferative properties of our inhibitor by incorporating a leucine isomer -L-isoleucine into its structure (Maluch, et al., unpublished data). Based on these results, we decided to perform further SAR studies aiming to improve the specificity and activity of our MLAmba inhibitor. We focused on the leucine core (P8-P5) and its modification with unnatural amino acid residues possessing hydrophobic character (Figure 1 ). First we evaluated the impact of a single substitution (from the P8 to P5 position) on the inhibitory activity of the resulting peptides, and then we combined the most promising modifications. In this work, we present the synthesis and biological evaluation of a new series of MLAmba analogs.
Fig. 1. The amino acid residues selected to modify the leucine core (P8-P5 position) of the MLAmba inhibitor.

Results and Discussion
All peptides were obtained by a combination of solid-phase peptide synthesis and solution synthesis as previously described [3] . The scan of the P5, P6 and P7 (with the exception of the Tle P7 ) position resulted in analogs with reduced inhibitory potency against PACE4 when compared to the initial peptide (MLAmba), revealing that Leu residues at these positions provide higher binding affinity for the enzyme (Figure 2A ). On the other hand, the Tle-substitution at the P7 and P8 positions had a beneficial effect and led to peptides with improved activity, while the Acp P8 -analog maintained potency similar to the MLAmba inhibitor. In the case of analogs with combined modifications, only one peptide substituted at the P8 and P5 positions with the Nle displayed enhanced activity against PACE4 ( Figure 2B ).
Fig. 2. Inhibitory activity of the new MLAmba analogs towards PACE4. A) Positional scanning in the leucine core of the MLAmba peptide. B) Activity of the analogs containing multiple substitutions. Results are means ± SD from three independent experiments. Control peptides are indicated in red.
Regarding the antiproliferative activity, the incorporation of the Tle residue to the MLAmba peptide yielded analogs with significantly diminished potency, whereas the HoLeu-substitution preserved the inhibitory activity of the resulting peptides (Table 1 ). In the case of the Ser(3-Mbu) P5 -modified peptide, its activity towards DU145 and LNCaP cells was reduced (3.2-and 4.2-fold, respectively), while the compound containing Acp P8 or Dap(4-Mva) P8 showed no inhibitory effect. The modification of the MLAmba peptide with Nle residues at the P5 and P8 position slightly reduced its antiproliferative activity, whereas the incorporation of multiple HoLeu substitutions greatly improved it. However, it was shown that some of the most potent analogs in this test exhibited not only an antiproliferative effect on cancer cells, but were also cytotoxic at higher concentration ( Figure 3 ). Regarding the selectivity profile of the new MLAmba analogs over furin, in general the selected modifications did not result in peptides with improved selectivity with the exception of two compounds substituted with HoLeu P5 and Acp P8 , which were more selective towards PACE4 (2-and 3-fold respectively) when compared to the initial peptide.
These data demonstrate that the modification of the leucine core of the MLAmba inhibitor has crucial impact on the inhibitory activity of the resulting peptides. Among all the modification tested, the HoLeu residue turned out to be the most favorable. Although, HoLeu-substituted analogs did not exhibit enhanced potency in the kinetic assay with recombinant PACE4, they showed comparable or improved antiproliferative activity against prostate cancer cells. Bearing in mind that the incorporation of the unnatural amino acids into a peptide sequence should also improve its stability, we are undertaking further studies on our analogs and we will test their stability in plasma. We believe that these findings lay the foundation for future research focusing on the development of more potent, specific and stable PACE4 inhibitors with the potential to become new drug candidates to treat prostate cancer.
